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ABSTRACT
We address the problem of satisfying multiple constraints in a shortest-path Dijkstra-based dynamic programming (DP) framework.
We solve this problem considering its applicability to routing in wireless mesh networks. Our work, therefore, relates to quality-ofservice (QoS) metrics such as bandwidth, delay and the number of hops between network nodes. The present work is based on the
optimization of one or more metrics while bounding the other. Specifically, we compute high-capacity paths while simultaneously
bounding the end-to-end delay and the number of hops to an upper limit. We prospectively call the resulting algorithm the
comprehensive mesh routing algorithm (CMRA). We show by computer simulations that the proposed algorithm features wide
versatility when dealing with multiple constraints as compared to other approaches involving the optimization of a weighting
function. This latter technique is not easily applicable to wireless networks due to different networking metrics having values with
widely different orders of magnitude.
Keywords: Dynamic programming, Dijkstra algorithm, routing, wireless networks, quality of service (QoS) measures, multi-constrained
optimization.

1. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic programming [1-3] (DP) is a very powerful
algorithmic paradigm in which a problem is solved by
identifying a collection of subproblems and tackling them one
by one, smallest first, using the answers to small problems to
help figure out larger ones, until the whole lot of them is solved
[3]. Thus, dynamic programming is flexible and significantly
reduces the complexity of the problem. Although based on
profound theory the numerical computations are simple and
full-fledged. DP is a technique of very broad applicability that
can be adopted in applications where other specialized or
application-specific methods fail. For example, evolutionary
algorithms such as genetic algorithms (GA) are most
appropriate for complex non-linear models where the location
of a global minimum is a difficult task. Due to global search,
GAs are computationally expensive and need more time to be
computed as compared with dynamic programming [10].
At the heart of dynamic programming lies the problem
of finding the shortest path in a directed graph. Let G = (V, E)
be the directed graph under consideration, where V is the set of
vertices and E is the set of edges between vertices. Edges may
be bidirectional and each has a cost assigned to it. The shortest
path between any two vertices is that consisting of consecutive
edges, the overall cost of which is minimized. The individual
costs in a path may be additive to compute the overall path cost,
or they can be compared to find their minimum or maximum
value and assign this value to the overall path. In some cases
where the edge cost represents probability of error, for instance,
the edge costs are multiplied [4] to find the probability of error
of the corresponding path.
There are two fundamental processes to solve the
shortest path problem in a multi-stage directed graph. These are
termed forward and backward dynamic programming. These

assume a unidirectional graph. For a graph with bidirectional
edges, there are other applicable single-constraint DP
algorithms such as the Dijkstra, Bellman-Ford and FloydWarshall techniques [5, 11]. These algorithms differ in certain
aspects (the processing time and the amount of information that
must be collected from other nodes [5]) making each of them
advantageous or preferable for a specific application.
Constrained shortest path problems and mutli-constrained
optimization for path selection problems are highly challenging
and have been proved to be NP-complete, which means that
they are all solved in polynomial time [3, 6]. A problem is NPcomplete if all decisions for the problem can be verified in
polynomial time [3].
The routing problem is a multi-objective optimization
problem with metrics such as path rate or capacity, end-to-end
delay, and hop count. The path rate is the number of bits per
second (bps) that can be sent along the path connecting the
source node to the destination node. The end-to-end delay and
path rate are typical QoS requirements that need to be bounded
and optimized. Another commonly used metric is the minimum
hop count. However, in a dense network, there may be many
routes of the same minimum length, with widely varying
qualities. Therefore, this metric alone is not likely to select the
best path [7]. In general, the QoS metrics need to be optimized
by making meaningful trade-offs due to their inter-conflicting
nature.
The mesh routing algorithm (MRA) [8,9] is a dynamic
programming approach to compute high-capacity end-to-end
delay bounded paths. In contrast, weighted-sum techniques that
simultaneously minimize the end-to-end delay and maximize the
path capacity by optimizing an objective function are quite
complex. The latter techniques optimize the objective function
f = β1 .(end − to − end − delay ) + β 2 .( path − capacity ).
The complexity is mainly due to the fact that both
objectives take different orders of magnitude [8], and solutions
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that best satisfy QoS requirements are not guaranteed although
there exists research [12] on the use of genetic algorithms for
multi-objective optimization for QoS routing employing
objective functions despite the afore-mentioned shortcomings of
this approach. In this work, we introduce a more comprehensive
metric than that of the MRA in that it satisfies the additional
constraint of bounding the hop count while maximizing path rate
and limiting end-to-end delay. Moreover, our algorithm is
different from the MRA in that it is Dijkstra-based. It therefore
retains all the advantages of the Dijkstra algorithm [5], such as
fast shortest path determination, and having an order of n2 (n is
the number of nodes) rendering it efficient enough to use for
relatively large networks. The remainder of the paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 presents first a two-constrained
Dijkstra algorithm, and Section 3 presents the proposed threeconstrained algorithm which we call the comprehensive mesh
routing algorithm (CMRA). Section 4 summarizes the simulation
results, and finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

Since there is no path

P3−1.5 (u , w) ,(i.e. path from u to

w with delay 1.5ms), then the only path remains to be considered
as the maximum capacity path is the path that directly connects u
and y ( P3 (u , y ) ). If the end-to-end delay bound is less than
3ms, the two paths are disregarded. In general, finding a
maximum-capacity path whose end-to-end delay is less than 𝜏𝜏
can be achieved by evaluating 𝑃𝑃𝜏𝜏∗ (𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣, 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣) where vs is the source
node and vd is the destination node (see Figure 2). Beginning
with the source node (vs), the algorithm finds node (u) whose
R(P(vs,u)) is the maximum capacity among all nodes. After that
the algorithm finds the links (𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 ) that connect u and v for all v
provided that the delay from vs to v does not exceed 𝜏𝜏. So the
path from vs to v is either P (vs, v) or P (vs, u ) ⊕ l uv
depending on which has the maximum capacity. The path from
vs to v throught u has a rate equal to min{R(P(vs,u)), r(𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 )}.
(u) most recently
visited node

2. TWO-CONSTRAINED DIJKSTRA
ALGORITHM

u

l uv

P(vs,u)

A Dijkstra-based dynamic programming technique to
optimize the capacity of paths and at the same time bounding
end-to-end delay is presented to determine shortest route in the
wireless mesh network. Let G=(V,E) be a graph representing a
wireless mesh network, where V is the set of nodes and E is the
set of links. The end-to-end delay of a path P is defined as:
D ( P ) = ∑l∈P t (l )

where

(1)

t (l ) is the expected delay through link l in Path P, and

l ∈ E . The capacity or rate of a path P is defined as:

R ( P ) = min{r (l )}

(2)

l∈P

where r(l) is the rate of link l.
Figure 1 illustrates how the algorithm operates in a
simple network where the rate in Mbps is shown over each link,
and the delay t (l ) in ms is shown below each link. Denote the
path from u to y with maximum capacity R and with delay
*
3

exactly equal to 3ms, as P

(u , y ) . The way to reach y is either

direct or through w.
min{R ( P3−1.5 (u , w)),6} (3)
*
R ( P3 (u , y )) = max 
 min{R ( P3− 0 (u , y )), ∞}
w
6
5
u

2

1.5
4

y

3

Figure 1: An example of a network with rate r(l) and delay t(l) shown on
each link.

v

P(vs,v)
vs

Figure 2: The path from vs to v.

Figure 2 explains how the algorithm works. The paths
P(vs,u) and P(vs,v) are not necessarily disjoint. If
R(P(vs,u)⨁𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 )> R(P(vs,v)) then P (vs, v ) is P(vs,u)⨁𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 .
By the same way we can expand the path to reach the
destination node (vd) and find 𝑃𝑃𝜏𝜏∗ (vs,vd) and R(𝑃𝑃𝜏𝜏∗ (vs,vd))
denoting the shortest path (greatest capacity) and its rate
respectively.
The algorithm in Table 1 is used to return a maximumcapacity path such that the end-to-end delay is bounded by τ and
its rate.
Table 1: The Two-Constrained Dijkstra-based
Algorithm
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

INPUT: no. of nodes n, source node vs, destination node vd, delay
bound τ, t(l) for all l, r(l) for all l.
OUTPUT: Pτ∗ (vs, , vd) , R(Pτ∗ (vs, , vd)).
/*Initialization*/
FOR ALL nodes
Visited nodes = NIL
R(P(vs,node))=0
D(P(vs,node))=∞
Parent(node)= NIL
END
R(P(vs,vs))=∞
D(P(vs,vs))=0
FOR i=1: (n-1)
FOR ALL visited nodes
Rate(node) = R(P(vs,node))
END
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16.
rmax = max[rate(node)]
17.
u=node corresponding to rmax .
18.
/* u is the visited node */
19.
FOR ALL nodes v
20.
IF (t(luv ) + D(P(vs,u))) < τ THEN
21.
IF r(luv ) < R(P(vs,u)) THEN
22.
cap=r(luv )
23.
ELSE cap= R(P(vs,u))
24.
END IF
25.
IF cap> R(P(vs,v)) OR D(P(vs,v)) > τ THEN
26.
R(P(vs,v)) = cap
27.
parent(v) = u
28.
/* P(vs,v) = P(vs,u) ⨁ luv */
29.
D(P(vs,v)) = D(P(vs,u)) + t(luv )
30.
ELSE IF D(P(vs,v))> τ THEN
31.
R(P(vs,v)) = 0
32.
D(P(vs,v)) = ∞
33.
END IF
34.
END IF
35.
END FOR
36.
IF parent(vd) ≠ NIL THEN
37.
P(vs,v) = [vd]
38.
t = vd
39.
WHILE t ≠ vs
40.
p = parent(t)
41.
P(vs,vd) = [p P(vs,vd)]
42.
t=p
43.
END
44.
END IF
45. END FOR
46. Pτ∗ (vs, , vd) = P(vs,vd)
47. RETURN Pτ∗ (vs, , vd) , R(Pτ∗ (vs, , vd))

3. THE PROPOSED CMRA ALGORITHM
The CMRA algorithm is an improvement over the twoconstrained Dijkstra algorithm in that it satisfies the additional
constraint of bounding the hop count while maximizing path
capacity and maintaining a bounded end-to-end path delay.
The network in Fig 3 is used to explain how the CMRA
algorithm operates. Let’s assume that the source and destination
nodes are c and i respectively, with the link rates in Mpbs over
each link, and the link delays in ms below each link. The route
from c to i is either through h or i. The maximum path capacity
from c to i through a is 6 Mpbs with delay equal to 8ms and hop
count equal to 4. If the allowed maximum hop count is less than
4 and the delay is bounded by 5ms or less, the path through a is
disregarded. So the remaining path is through h with maximum
capacity equal to 5Mpbs and delay 3ms and hop count equal to
2.

∗
𝑃𝑃𝜏𝜏,𝐻𝐻
(vs,vd) is the path with maximum capacity, and end-to-end
delay and maximum hop count bounded by 𝜏𝜏 and H respectively.
This path can be determined by implementing the algorithm in
Table 2.

Table 2: The CMRA Algorithm
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Figure 3: An example of a network with rate r(l) and delay t(l) shown on
each link.

52.

INPUT: no. of nodes n, source node vs, destination node vd, delay
bound τ, Η, t(l) for all l, r(l) for all l, h(l) for all l.
∗
∗
OUTPUT: Pτ,H
(vs, , vd) , R(Pτ,H
(vs, , vd)).
/*Initialization*/
FOR ALL nodes
Visited nodes = NIL
R(P(vs,node))=0
D(P(vs,node))=∞
H(P(vs,node))=∞
Parent(node)= NIL
END
R(P(vs,vs))=∞
D(P(vs,vs))=0
H(P(vs,vs))=0
FOR i=1: (n-1)
FOR ALL visited nodes
Rate(node) = R(P(vs,node))
END
rmax = max[rate(node)]
u=node corresponding to rmax .
/* u is the visited node */
FOR ALL nodes v
IF (t(luv ) + D(P(vs,u))) < τ THEN
IF (h(luv ) + H(P(vs,u))) < H THEN
IF r(luv ) < R(P(vs,u)) THEN
cap=r(luv )
ELSE cap= R(P(vs,u))
END IF
IF cap> R(P(vs,v)) OR D(P(vs,v)) > τ OR
H(P(VS,V)) > H THEN
R(P(vs,v)) = cap
parent(v) = u
/* P(vs,v) = P(vs,u) ⨁ luv */
D(P(vs,v)) = D(P(vs,u)) + t(luv )
H(P(vs,v)) = H(P(vs,u)) + h(luv )
ELSE IF D(P(vs,v)) > τ OR H(P(vs,v)) > H
THEN
R(P(vs,v)) = 0
D(P(vs,v)) = ∞
H(P(vs,v)) = ∞
END IF
END IF
END IF
END FOR
IF parent(vd) ≠ NIL THEN
P(vs,v) = [vd]
t = vd
WHILE t ≠ vs
p = parent(t)
P(vs,vd) = [p P(vs,vd)]
t=p
END
END IF
∗
Pτ,H
(vs, , vd) = P(vs,vd)
∗
∗
RETURN Pτ,H
(vs, , vd) , R(Pτ,H
(vs, , vd))
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1000

The simulation program to implement the twoconstrained Dijkstra and the CMRA algorithms was coded in
Matlab 8.0. The resultant shortest route depends on link rate,
end-to-end delay and hop count. The simulation model
parameters are chosen as follows: Number of nodes in the
simulated network= 50. Topology area: Nodes are distributed
randomly on 1000*1000 𝑚𝑚2 . This network topology ensures
that the node coverage area is 200 m. Thus, some nodes may be
in the coverage area of others.
Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the topology of the network
and the shortest route in terms of maximum capacity from node
23 to node 24 in Dijkstra with one constraint, two constraints
and CMRA with three constraints respectively. The route in
Figure 4 has the largest capacity (8.6788 Mbps) among the three
routes in the three figures because there are no imposed
constraints other than optimizing (maximizing) the capacity.
The route in Figure 5 has a capacity of 8.3068 Mbps as it is
bounded by a 50 ms delay. The route in Figure 6 is bounded
with 50 ms delay and maximum hop count equal to 8 so it
resulted in a capacity equal to 8.2614 Mbps.
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Figure 6: Network Topology Showing Shortest Route Under
Three-Constrained Dijkstra Algorithm

From Figure 7, a comparison can be made between the
capacities in the three algorithms on three different paths of the
same network of Figure 4. The figure shows that the Dijkstra
algorithm always has the highest capacity because there are no
additional constraints on it. In paths 1 and 3, the capacities
differ between the Dijkstra or two-constrained Dijkstra
algorithms and the CMRA algorithm. This indicates that we can
still have an almost optimized capacity despite the three
imposed constraints of the CMRA algorithm. In path 2, the
capacities in two-constrained Dijkstra and CMRA are the same,
and are slightly less than that of the Dijkstra algorithm despite
the additional constraints also.
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Figure 7: Capacity of Different Paths in Dijkstra, TwoConstrained Dijkstra and CMRA.
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Figure 4: Network Topology showing Shortest Route under SingleConstraint Dijkstra Algorithm
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Figure 5: Network Topology Showing Shortest Route Under TwoConstrained Dijkstra Algorithm

The relationship between delay and capacity in the twoconstrained Dijkstra algorithm appears in Figure 8. The
relationship shows that when the delay increases the capacity
increases too and this is readily discernible because as the delay
bound increases, more possible different routes with higher
capacity can be found.
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end-to-end delay and hop count are considered simultaneously.
We use Matlab simulation to realize our network and assign
link capacities and delays randomly. Simulation results show
that the CMRA algorithm features wide versatility when dealing
with multiple constraints. As a future work, we plan to derive
and simulate algorithms similar to the CMRA for energyefficient routing in wireless sensor networks, where it is
beneficial to route data through a multi-hop route to achieve
energy conservation [13].

6
5
4
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1
0
65

70

90

Delay

Figure 8: Capacity (in Mbps) with Different Delays in (ms) in the
Two-Constrained Dijkstra Algorithm.

Figure 9 shows that when we take different delay
bounds and different maximum hop count bounds in the CMRA
algorithm for the same path, we get the following result. Case 1
is for a delay bound less than the delay bound in Case 2 but
with larger number of hops. The result shows that the capacity
in Case 1 is higher than capacity in Case 2 despite the smaller
delay of Case 1. This, of course, is possible due to the larger
number of hops. These advantageous results appear in many
paths as shown in the Figure 9.
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